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In this book the Author dispels the myths surrounding hypnosis and shows you the basics in a
simple, clear and easy to understand way. Take hypnosis with you to a party and share it with
your friends and most importantly have some fun.Please note the author takes no responsibility,
for any fun, embarrassment or general situations anyone finds themselves in as a result of using
Hypnosis for fun.



Copyright Info HYPNOSIS FOR FUNCopyright: Jason FarleyPublished: April 2012Publisher:
CYCO LTDThe right of Jason Farley to be identified as author of this Work has been asserted by
him in accordance with sections 77 and 78 of the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988.All
rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in retrieval system, copied
in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise
transmitted without written permission from the publisher. You must not circulate this book in any
format.This book is licensed for your personal enjoyment only. This eBook may not be resold or
given away to other people. If you would like to share this book with another person, please
purchase an additional copy for each recipient. If you’re reading this book and did not purchase
it, or it was not purchased for your use only, then please purchase your own copy. Thank you for
respecting the hard work of this author. Find out more about the author and upcoming books
online ator follow us on twitter @cycoltd © 2012 Jason FarleyDedication I dedicate this book to
Gary, Paul, Tony (Geoffrey, Bungle, Zippee!) who were my first real victims of my Hypnosis
antics.PrefaceSince the age of eleven, the author was a devote junior magician appearing at ‘old
time music hall’ productions and children’s parties performing escapology and other conjuring,
with the great Ali Bongo, David Nixon, Houdini and many other famous magicians as his
inspiration.As the appeal of performing magic lessened, the author began to unravel the myths
of Hypnosis and decided that Stage Hypnosis was not anywhere near as appealing as
performing on-stage Magic, but nether less was better fun in small audience
environments.Prologue I had learnt and performed magic at a very early age. In fact I cannot
remember the first time I received a ‘Magic Set’ for Christmas, but that was my point of
addiction.Like all magicians I wanted more crazy and wild routines, more unbelievable and
stunning tricks and became a regular at Davenports and Allan Allan’s Magic shop in London.A
real breakthrough was learning escapology from a retired magician, being able to get out of the
old barrel type police handcuffs in under a couple of seconds was a real feat for a youngster in
his early teens.Unfortunately, the novelty factor was wearing thin and I was seeking yet more
thrills when the great Paul McKenna appeared with this new thing ‘Hypnosis’.Now that was
Magic!Making people do what you wanted them to do or at least what they didn’t want to do!You
can’t get any more magical power than that can you?Table of Contents HYPNOSIS FOR
FUNPrefacePrologueChapter 1: Hypnosis Fact or Fiction?Chapter 2: How to Hypnotise
SomeoneChapter 3: Finding A VictimChapter 4: Finding A MethodChapter 5: The
InductionResource PageChapter 1: Hypnosis Fact or Fiction? Let’s set out the ground rules from
the start, I am not a Doctor, Medical Professional, Hippy or anyone that even wishes to start
breaking down the real reasons that hypnosis works. It just does and you have to trust me on this
and read on! Hypnosis is the ‘power of suggestion’; just the word Hypnosis sounds much more
funky and cool. Broken down……the power – is the ability to know how to hypnotise someone
and the suggestion – is knowing what to say! Simples! If you use the two in an ethical,
methodical and pre-agreed way with your subjects then you will have great fun with your friends. 
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Faith Bray, “Quick and Easy Introduction. If you are looking for a simple and straightforward
introduction to hypnosis, this certainly an good place to start. Short and to the point, it covers all
the basics nicely and with some great ideas on how to build up your own routine. Rather than
bogging you down in the detail this should get you off to a quick start. I'm not going to stand in
front of a lot of people to do this, just a party trick I wanted to try having dabbled in hypnosis
many years ago. I'm looking forward to giving it a shot after reading this useful book.”

Luke T, “Good value, but leaves you hungry for volume 2!. Provides a decent value-for-money
introduction to stage hypnotism. It's short and only covers the very basics, but then the
reasonable price does reflect this appropriately.My only gripe is that this book feels incomplete
and left me ready to get stuck into volume 2, which I don't believe has been released yet.”

8bitPixel, “Couldn't put it down!. Just what I need to add to my arsenal of hypno and
hypnotherapy books, tricks and techniques, certainly opens up your mind to other possibilities”

The book by Jason Farley has a rating of  5 out of 3.2. 12 people have provided feedback.
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